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In a small warehouse gallery space in the center of Sydney a noise turntablist, Lucas Abela, stands over a stack of vinyl that is bolted to the rotary device of an industrial sewing machine. Instead of spinning the records at 33 or 45 revolutions per minute this “turntable” spins the records at up to 2,850 revolutions per minute. The stylus itself is made of a meat skewer directly connected to a guitar amplifier. Abela holds the makeshift needle against the records with difficulty; the speed of their rotation constantly whips his stylus off the vinyl discs. The sound is dominated by intense noise: loud bursts of sound join occasionally recognizable high- speed cartoon- like tunes. The force with which the needle is applied to the discs causes them to shatter at regular intervals, and as they do shards of vinyl are propelled across the room; some are fi rmly embedded in the gallery walls. In total the performance lasts around eight minutes before the combination of a completely shattered set of vinyl and a broken needle causes the end of the piece.
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Java Examples in a Nutshell: A Tutorial Companion to Java in a Nutshell (In a Nutshell (O'Reilly))O'Reilly, 2000

	
		Java Examples in a Nutshell is full of real-world Java programming examples. The second edition of this bestselling book covers Java 1.3 and contains 164 complete, practical programs: over 17,900 lines of densely commented, professionally written Java code covering 20 distinct Java APIs, including Servlets, JavaServer Pages,...
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Theory and Practice of Relational Databases, Second EditionCRC Press, 2001
First published a decade ago, the Theory and Practice of Relational Databases gained fairly noticeable popularity, particularly amongst those readers to whom it was primarily addressed—the students. After a decade, however, any book needs reviewing, for the field will have developed, presentation could be improved, choice of topics might be...
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The Customer Loyalty Solution : What Works (and What Doesn't) in Customer Loyalty ProgramsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Database marketing is today’s most powerful tool for designing  cost-effective, resource-efficient marketing and operations programs. The  Customer Loyalty Solution cuts through theory and guesswork to examine how  leading marketers from Lands’ End to IBM are using today’s new breed of database  marketing tools to...
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Concurrent Programming: Algorithms, Principles, and FoundationsSpringer, 2012

	The advent of new architectures and computing platforms means that synchronization and concurrent computing are among the most important topics in computing science. Concurrent programs are made up of cooperating entities -- processors, processes, agents, peers, sensors -- and synchronization is the set of concepts, rules and mechanisms that...
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Wound Healing and Ulcers of the Skin: Diagnosis and Therapy - The Practical ApproachSpringer, 2004

	-  Not only written by experts but the content of each of the chapters has also been peer-reviewed.


	- Presents a step-by-step approach to the treatment of chronic wounds.


	- For dermatologists, but also many other medical disciplines such as general practitioners and family physicians who also treat chronic...
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Transact-SQL Programming: Covers Microsoft SQL Server 6.5 /7.0 and Sybase Adaptive Server 11.5O'Reilly, 1999

	
		Transact-SQL is a procedural language used on both Microsoft SQL Server and Sybase SQL Server systems. It is a full-featured programming language that dramatically extends the power of SQL (Structured Query Language).The language provides programmers with a broad range of features, including:

		
			A rich set of...
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